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DAYTON, Ohio, November 9, 1966 --- Rev. Philip F. Berrigan, SSJ, the fifth speaker in the University of Dayton's Religion in Life Series, will discuss "The Modern Church and Peace" on Thursday November 17 at 8:00 P.M. in the JFK Little Theater.

Father Berrigan, a member of an order of priests and brothers dedicated to serving the American Negro, has lectured throughout the country on such topics as Interracial Justice, Vietnam, the Arms Race and American poverty. He has worked and demonstrated with several civil rights groups like CORE and the Urban League and also with certain peace groups including SANE and the Committee for non-violent Action.

Presently, Father Berrigan is serving as a curate at a Negro parish in Baltimore, Maryland. He is also currently helping organize a panel of religious leaders of the three major faiths to testify before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the morality of the Vietnam war.

Father Berrigan is the author of No More Strangers a book of essays on peace, race and ecumenism published last spring. He has also written articles for many periodicals.

In his lecture, he will discuss the role of the Catholic Church in establishing world peace. Brother Norbert Brockman, S.M., Chairman of the U.D. Political Science Department is the chairman for this lecture.
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